I want to move my body - right now! The CRAVE Scale to measure state motivation for physical activity and sedentary behavior
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WANTS / DESIRES FOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

Abstract

Energy expenditure undulates throughout the day and likely motivation for it. The aim of this investigation was to create a short assessment (CRAVE) to measure transient wants or desires for physical activity and sedentary behaviors. Five studies were conducted to construct and validate the scale, with 1035 subjects completing the scale a total of 1,697 times. In Study 1, participants (n= 402, M_age = 20.9±3.2) completed a questionnaire inquiring about the “want” or “desire” to perform behaviors “at the present moment”. Seven items related to physical activity (e.g., move my body). Eight items addressed sedentary behaviors (e.g., rest my body). Exploratory factor analysis revealed that 13 items should be retained, loading onto two factors (rest, move). In Study 2 (n= 444, M_age = 20.3±2.9) a confirmatory factor analysis revealed a good fit for the model (CFI=.99, RMSEA=.049). Items loaded strongly onto two latent factors (> .7). Rest/move were inversely related for both sets of factor analyses (-.75 for both). In Study 3, 127 participants (M_age = 28.1±7.9) completed the CRAVE up to 10 times over a 2-year period. Cronbach alphas were high (.86). A linear mixed model revealed that test-retest reliability was stronger when the CRAVE was administered twice on the same day (.73) than compared to retest over 6-month intervals (.37). In Study 4, a maximal treadmill test was completed by 21 participants (M_age = 20.5±1.4). The CRAVE was completed immediately pre and post, along with other surveys for perceived physical fatigue. Desire to move decreased 35% and rest increased 61%. Changes in perceived physical fatigue correlated with move (r = -.52) and rest (r = .53). In Study 5, 41 university students (M_age = 22.5±5.1) sat quietly during a 50-minute lecture. They completed the CRAVE at 3 times points along with the Activation/Deactivation Checklist. Desire to move increased 15% while rest decreased 15%. Perceived energy, but not tension, was related to both move (r = .38) and rest (r = -.38). In conclusion, the CRAVE scale has good psychometric properties. Future studies need to explore how desires to move and rest relate to dynamic changes in physical activity and sedentarism.
Introduction

Conditions such as obesity, cardiovascular disease (CVD) and diabetes are all related to a lack of muscular movement and minimal energy expenditure (EE) (54). EE, however, is affected by distinct behaviors falling in two dichotomous categories: physical activity (P.A.; i.e., occupational activity, active transit, exercise) and sedentary behavior (e.g., sitting, watching TV, sleep). These are ostensibly separate but not mutually exclusive constructs, which have independent and interacting effects on health (51, 53). Recent evidence indicates that humans display substantial variability in engaging in active and sedentary behaviors. For instance, some individuals achieve high levels of activity but also high levels of sedentarism (80). Given the distinction between PA and inactivity, growing importance is being placed on trying to understand the antecedents or determinants of these two behaviors, from the levels of the environment to the gene (7, 60). Motivation appears to be a key intermediary. Unfortunately, there is a gap in our current understanding of how the environment and the brain interact to actually motivate movement and sedentary behaviors, particularly on a moment to moment basis, which suggests that additional mechanisms may be responsible for their linkage (7).

Research in the area of motivational processes has greatly lagged behind work in the area of cognition and emotion (18), but newer models are reviving older perspectives and synthesizing this with data that suggests that motivated behavior starts with desires and urges (8, 19, 28, 31, 32, 58, 61). Two dual-process models of physical activity have recently emerged- the Affective Reflective Theory of Physical Inactivity and Exercise (12) and the Affect and Health Behavior Framework (87). Both of these models view physical activity and sedentary outcomes as the consequence of interactions between two systems, one responsible for affective processing and one responsible for intentional planning, goal setting and other cognitive processes. Brand and Ekkekakis (2018) incorporate Lewin’s (44) ideas of driving forces and restraining forces, the interplay of which results in tensions. In ART, the affective system operates with automatic processes of stimulus conditioning and hedonic value assessment result in an action impulse, which is the antecedent to physically active behavior. They also note that “...core affective valence may have a direct, immediate impact on behavior through behavioral urges” (12). The AHBF model (87) specifies that the faster, affective system operates on behavior through two intermediaries: automatic motivation (i.e., “wanting”, “dread”) and affectively charged motivational states (i.e., “craving & desire”, fear). A total lack of desire is a hallmark of amotivation as outlined in Self-Determination Theory (75). How feelings of urges, wants, desires and cravings relate and differ is currently the subject of another paper in this Special Issue of this journal (Citation intentionally omitted). Unfortunately, these models have not been tested rigorously to understand the strength of the association between desires/urges and physically active behaviors.

Despite the lack of data in this area, there is a preponderance of information about desire for movement in other relevant literatures. Urges to move, especially at night, are a defining characteristic of Restless Leg Syndrome, which may affect other parts of the body as well (20, 37, 63). Urges to move the entire body, particularly for the purpose of energy expenditure are also a key symptom of exercise dependence (24). Long-term use of anti-psychotic medication can result in psychogenic movement disorders, such as tardive dyskinesia and akathisia, the latter of which results in a pressing need to constantly fidget and move about (35). Aside from these clinical presentations, desires to move may manifest in response to environmental conditions, like upbeat rhythmic music. Groove is a state of clearly desiring to move the body in response to a rhythm or harmony (43, 47). Other researchers have identified desires as being specific to fitness, for instance, a desire to gain muscular strength (38) or even to generally engage in sport (30, 32). In some cases, dopamine receptor-blocking agents can induce tardive dyskinesia, which results to an inner urge to move that manifests in chorea, dystonia, akathisia, tics and tremors (79). Even animals clearly demonstrate urges to move when deprived of it, what is known as “appetence” for muscular motion (19). Finally, in ancient philosophy, Aristotle...
concluded, “It is manifest, therefore, that what is called desire is the sort of faculty in the [mind] which initiates movement” (2, 49, 67) Further information about the conceptual basis of desire in physical activity can be found in an article in this same Special Issue (Citation intentionally omitted). Consequently, modern exercise psychology theories appear to be supported by a variety of scientific and theoretical evidence spanning the course of history.

At this juncture, there is intersecting research strongly suggesting that humans possess wants / desires for movement and rest behaviors (8, 19). However, scientific inquiry to strengthen our understanding of these desires is currently impeded by a lack of validated instrumentation (55). Only single-item surveys of desire for physical activity exist, such as of state motivation for specific exercise tasks, or desires for fitness, all of which lack validation (34, 38). On the other hand, there has been substantial development of instruments to assess desire, wanting and craving for reward substances, foods and behaviors (11, 66, 68, 81) and neurobiological substrates associated with desire and craving states (70).

The aim of the current investigation, therefore, is to create and validate an instrument which could be utilized to measure subjective ratings of desire or want for movement behaviors and sedentary behaviors. Based on previous literature, we hypothesized that: 1) humans have a measurable motivation to move that may be measured as a want or desire (or urge), and, 2) want or desire for movement/physical activity are separable from want / desire to rest or be sedentary (i.e., load on different factors), 3) wants / desires are transitory or possess state-like qualities and can be measured reliably in the current moment, 4) these motivational states will change with the provision of prolonged rest and exercise and 5) a scale to measure desires/wants will have acceptable construct, and more specifically, convergent validity. In regard to hypothesis 2, it could be argued that additional desire/want factors other than move and rest may emerge (e.g., a desire or want for stillness, an outcome of meditation; (83). Consequently, to test these notions two studies were conducted with college-aged populations to psychometrically validate a questionnaire focused on cravings for movement/physical activity and rest/ sedentarism. In the first study, an exploratory factor analysis was conducted, and in the second study a confirmatory factor analysis took place.

Study 1

Introduction

The purpose of study 1 was to construct a scale for desires/wants to move and rest with good structural properties. It addresses the first three of the major hypotheses from above. Considerations are: 1) to align with theoretical models of desire to move / rest, 2) to keep the scale consistent with other validated scales of desire / craving. Study 1 involved the initial development of the scale and was highly structural: we generated items for the scale, administered the items to a test population, analyzed its factor structure and determined an appropriate number of scale items to occupy each dimension – trimming items when appropriate. We aimed to consider the 4 essential properties of desires/cravings in this scale development: 1) desires for movement and rest reside on different dimensions as in contrast to opposite sides of the same pole, 2) they might be described as “wants” or simply “desires”, 3) desires vary in intensity, and may be completely absent (have a 0 point), 4) desires/wants have state-like traits; they are “in the present moment”.

Methods

Participants. A total of 402 college students from a public Midwestern university participated in the first study ($M_{age} = 20.9$ years, $SD = 3.2$). Self-reported gender data revealed that 61.6% of participants were male; whereas ethnicity data showed that 64.9% of the students classified themselves as Caucasian, 17.7% as African-American, 6% as Hispanic/Latino(a), 5% as Asian American, 4.7% as multiple ethnicities, and 1.5% as other/not listed. The academic rank of students was evenly distributed and ranged from a low of 23.1% for sophomores to 26.6% for seniors. Finally, most students (95%) were not athletes on varsity teams sponsored by
the university. All individuals signed an informed consent. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Northern Illinois University, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, protocol # HS13-0035.

**Instrumentation.** In addition to a demographic questionnaire, participants completed the Cravings for Rest and Volitional Energy Expenditure (CRAVE) consisting of 30 questions related to the urges/wanting or desire individuals had to perform various behaviors or activities. The questionnaire was further divided into two identical 15 question sections; the first of which asked participants to respond based on their want/desire to behave in the manners listed over the past week (WEEK), while the second was focused on individuals’ want/desire to perform the behaviors at this very moment (“Right now”) (NOW) (26, 77). Questionnaire items for each section of CRAVE were developed by two researchers who have research experience in the areas of physical activity, kinesiology, and psychology of addictive behaviors – and were then checked for face validity by three other scholars (noted for being experts in the field of exercise psychology) from three different institutions. Inventory items were characterized by their dichotomous nature, in that seven items related to being physically active (e.g., want/desire to burn some calories; be physically active; exert my muscles, etc.) and eight items were sedentary behaviors (e.g., want/desire to just sit down, do nothing active, rest my body, etc.). Participants responded to each item on an 11-point Likert Scale ranging from 0 = not at all, to 10 = more than ever (36).

**Procedure.** After receiving IRB approval, two researchers from the byline reached out to professors at the selected university who instructed classes of more than 50 students (either by e-mail or phone) soliciting participation by briefly describing the nature of the present study and the approximately 10-minute time commitment required. Seven professors agreed to the request and upon the prearranged date/time one author traveled to each class for data collection. When addressing the students, the researcher explained the purpose/goals of the study, participants’ rights if they elected to participate, and that all data were anonymous (e.g, no names collected). Students were then allowed time to ask any questions or opt out of participation (no student declined participation). Questionnaires were distributed by the researcher and these were completed at the beginning of each class. After completion, these were gathered by the same individual.

**Data Analysis.** Data were double-entered and cleaned and then screened for univariate outliers. In order to test the hypothesized 2-factor structure of the REST and MOVE items, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted to examine the salient number of factors. First, tests of assumptions were conducted (KMO and Bartlett’s test for sphericity) to determine interrelations of items and factorability of data. Next, we determined to select a factor extraction method (i.e., maximum likelihood, principal axis) based on normality of data. The number of factors retained was specified by examining the scree plot and by using the Kaiser criterion (retaining all factors with Eigenvalues > 1.0) (15). It was decided a priori to use an oblique rotation (promax), which allows factors to correlate amongst each other, providing a more inclusive interpretation of the data (64). Factor loadings were examined with the criterion that a valid factor would have at least five items with loadings greater than .5 (15).

**Results.** Cases with missing data on any variables were dropped from further analyses, yielding a final sample size of 402 (26.8 cases per item in each analysis). Means (SD) for NOW items ranged from 3.14 (3.05) for “veg out” (vegetate) to 5.81 (2.87) for “move around”. For WEEK, they ranged from 2.77 (2.49) for “be motionless” to 7.33 (2.18) for “be physically active”. NOW and WEEK items (i.e., want to “move my body” right now versus in the past week) were correlated (r values=.30 to .61).

Initial tests of assumptions supported the factorability of the data for both Right now (NOW), KMO = .95, Bartlett’s χ²(105) = 4887, p<.001, and Past week (WEEK) items, KMO = .89, Bartlett’s χ²(105) = 3133, p<.001. In addition, 95.1% of correlations (r) between items for NOW were above .3. For WEEK, this was 64%. Given these initial analyses, EFA was conducted on all items for both NOW and WEEK.

Data were normally distributed; therefore, maximum likelihood (ML) analysis was conducted with promax rotation. Based on scree plots and Kaiser’s criterion, NOW had two factors, both with Eigenvalues above 1.0 (8.82 and 1.38, respectively). This explained 63.2% of the total variance when extracted. For NOW, factor 1 (named “Move”) contained 7 items with loadings all above .54. Factor 2 (named “Rest”) contained 8 items with loadings all above .57. However, for WEEK, there were 3 factors (Eigenvalues = 6.02, 2.42, 1.28)
explaining 56.3% of the variance after extraction. Factor 1 was similar to that for NOW (with the loading for item “move about” dropping to .40). The additional two factors separated the items for rest (factors 2 and 3 received 6 and 2 items, respectively).

Communalities for all NOW items were >.57 with the exception of “veg out” (vegetate), which was .23 and “walk about”, which was .28. These communalities were also poor for WEEK (.17 and .15, respectively). All other communalities for WEEK were above .40, which is considered acceptable (15). “Veg out” (vegetate) and “walk about” had the smallest loadings with their respective factors as determined from the structure matrix (.47 and .53). Therefore, these two items were eliminated from the scale.

Re-running the EFA with just 13 items resulted in 2 factors for both NOW and WEEK, explaining 69% and 56.4% of the variance after extraction, respectively, with all loadings >.6. [see Additional file 1 for the final scale]. Correlations between Move and Rest factors were -.75 and -.49 for NOW and WEEK, respectively. Thus, the factor loading matrix for this final solution for NOW and WEEK is presented in Table 1. With the shortened version of the CRAVE, estimates of internal consistency (Chronbach’s Alpha) demonstrated there was good reliability of the subscales: .93 (move – now), .82 (move- past week), .89 (rest – now) and .87 (rest – past week).
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Discussion

In Study 1, a scale to measure wants/desires for movement and rest was created with 15 items and was later completed by over 400 participants. Results from this investigation supported all applicable hypotheses. Participants rated their desires to move and rest and being greater than 0 – in other words, they perceived these desires existed. As anticipated, items separated into two distinct factors – named move (6 items) and rest (7 items). Move and rest factors were moderately and inversely related. Reliability of the subscales was high, particularly when assessed “right now”. Overall, these results indicate that the scale has good initial psychometric properties and further evaluation and validity testing is appropriate.

Study 2

Introduction

With structural considerations of the scale established, the purpose of study 2 was to confirm the structure as a model. Specifically, Study 2 directly tests hypotheses 1-3 and indirectly 4. A further objective was
to determine if there were any issues with discriminate validity (i.e., too much overlap between move and rest factors). As part of hypothesis 3, an aim was to assess the reliability of the scale. Secondary purposes of Study 2 were to explore how it varies by demographics (gender, race/ethnicity, age) and determine if there is an association of move/rest desires with a simple measure of exercise habit.

Methods

Participants. In the second study, a total of 444 college students (Mage = 20.3 years, SD = 2.9) from a public Midwestern university participated. There was no overlap between studies for subjects. Self-report data from the demographic questionnaire highlighted the fact that 59.2% of the participants were female, 39.4% male, and 1.4% elected not to respond. The ethnic make-up of the sample was quite diverse; as specifically, 47.5% of the students classified themselves as Caucasian, 28.1% as African-American, 8.4% as Hispanic/Latino(a), 7% as Asian American, 0.7% as Native American, 7.4% as multiple ethnicities, and 0.9% as other/not listed. Student academic rank resembled a positive skewness, with freshman accounting for 28.7% of the sample, sophomores = 29.2%, juniors = 29.8%, seniors = 11.8%, and graduate students = 0.4%. Equivalent to Study 1, 95% of participants were not involved in varsity sports at the university; however, using the stages of change from the Transtheoretical Model to assess exercise engagement, 79.1% of students in the current study either exercised somewhat, exercised regularly for less than six months, or exercised regularly for more than six months. Finally, Body Mass Index (BMI) was also calculated, revealing that the second sample had a BMI of 25.0 (SD = 5.2). All individuals signed an informed consent. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Northern Illinois University, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, protocol # HS13-0035.

Instrumentation. Similar to Study 1, participants completed a demographic questionnaire – with the only difference being the inclusion of three demographic questions addressing the Transtheoretical model (TTM) stages of change related to exercise involvement and height and weight to calculate BMI (46). Students then responded to the identical CRAVE questions used in Study 1.

Procedure. Following the procedures employed in the previous study, two researchers again contacted professors at the predetermined university who had enrollments of greater than 50 students in a class. Important to note is that Study 2 was conducted in the semester immediately following data collection for Study 1; thus, researchers were careful to exclude potentially large classes based on course sequencing to exclude the possibility of recurring participants.) Eight professors agreed to the request for class participation and upon the prearranged date/time one researcher from the byline traveled to each class for data collection. Once again, the researcher explained the nature of the study, the anonymity of responses, allowed time for questions or for students to opt out of participation (no student declined participation), distributed the questionnaires for completion before class, and collected them upon completion.

Data Analysis. Reliability (internal consistency) was tested with Cronbach’s Alpha. To test the relative fit of the CRAVE, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used with the AMOS 21 software package (IBM, Chicago, IL.). To adequately test each proposed model a chi-square (χ²) test, goodness of fit index (GFI), adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), comparative fit index (CFI), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) were employed. These indices have been shown to be the most important when determining whether to support or reject hypotheses with CFA (41). To investigate the association between desire for energy expenditure as assessed by the CRAVE scale and TTM stages of change for exercise a one-way ANOVA and regression analyses were conducted. Stage of change was modeled as a continuous variable. In these analyses, the average across CRAVE subscale items was used as the dependent variable.

Results

Of 444 participants, 426 people were included in the final analysis due to listwise deletion of participants lacking full data. Means (SD) for NOW items ranged from 3.06 (3.06) for “veg out” to 6.00 (3.31) for “rest my body” For WEEK, they ranged from 2.29 (2.38) for “be motionless” to 7.55 (2.09) for “be physically active”. NOW and WEEK items (i.e., want to “move my body” right now versus in the past week)
were correlated ($r$’s=.30 to .64, $p<.001$). The CRAVE demonstrated good internal consistency. Reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha) was .92 (move – now), .85 (move- past week), .90 (rest – now) and .82 (rest – past week).

Based on the EFA analysis, the CFA was run with 13 items. All latent factors loaded strongly onto their respective items ($>.7$ for NOW and $>.5$ for WEEK). See Figure 1 for the NOW model. The correlation between Rest-Move factors was inverse and moderate to strong ($r=-.75$ and $r=-.53$ for the NOW and WEEK scales, respectively) but not so strong as to suggest a significant discriminant validity issue (where $r>.85$).

The selected model fit indices all reached appropriate levels, suggesting an adequate fit of the present 2-factor model to the data (33, 41). See Table 2. It is important to note that the significant $\chi^2$ result is expected due to the large sample size (41). Each of the four subscales showed adequate internal consistency (all Cronbach’s $\alpha > .86$).

Analyses conducted to determine the association between CRAVE constructs (13-item scale) and TTM stages of change suggest statistically significant differences in desire to move and rest according to exercise stage of change, $F(4, 424) = 4.03-14.28$, $p$ values < .003, $\eta^2$ values = .037-.10. To further probe the association, linear regression analysis revealed that stage of change predicted 6.5% of variance in desire to rest, $\beta = -.26$, $t(424) = -5.41$, $p < .001$, and 8.3% of variance in desire to move for NOW, $\beta = .26$, $t(424) = 5.57$, $p < .001$. Similarly for WEEK, it predicted 3% of variance in desire to rest, $\beta = -.17$, $t(424) = -3.63$, $p < .001$, and 11.2% of variance in desire to move, $\beta = .31$, $t(424) = 6.80$, $p < .001$. BMI did not predict any CRAVE subscale. Move NOW, $F(1, 420) = 3.75$, $p = .053$, $\eta^2 = .01$, and rest NOW, $F(1, 420) = 3.68$, $p = .056$, $\eta^2 = .01$, did not vary by gender (nor did WEEK). However, age did predict rest for NOW, $\beta = -.19$, $t(424) = -3.89$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .04$, but not movement NOW, $\beta = .09$, $t(424) = 1.83$, $p = .068$, nor rest or movement for WEEK.

### Table 2 Summary of fit statistics for the CRAVE for Right now (Now) and Past week (Week) versions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>AGFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>NFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>SRMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Now</td>
<td>123.80*</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week</td>
<td>179.30*</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>.044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. GFI = Goodness of Fit Index, AGFI = Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index, CFI = Comparative Fit Index, NFI = Normed Fit Index, RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation, SRMR = Standardized Root Mean Square Residuals.  
$p < .01$. 
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To further assess the psychometric properties of the CRAVE, 400+ new participants were administered the refined 13-item version of the scale. Hypotheses specific to this study were all supported. Participants rated their desires for movement and rest as greater than 0; in other words, they sensed that such desires existed. A confirmatory factor analysis supported the current model structure and move/rest factors were moderately and inversely related. Problems with discriminate validity were
not detected. Furthermore, reliability (internal consistency) of the subscales was good. The transtheoretical model (TTM) construct of stage-of-change for exercise predicted CRAVE subscales, explaining 8.3% and 6.5% of the variance in desires to move and rest (NOW), respectively. Other factors like BMI and gender did not predict CRAVE factors, but older age predicted less desire for rest. Results from Study 2 provide further evidence that the CRAVE has good psychometric properties and may be moved forward for further validity testing.

Study 3

Introduction

The purpose of Study 3 was to investigate the reliability and internal consistency of the Move and Rest subscales of the CRAVE tool throughout a 2-year time span, as well as within the same day. Study 3 directly tested hypothesis 1-3 and 5. We hypothesized that the desire to move and rest scores would show greater reliability within the same day than across 2-years. These findings would suggest that the desire to move or rest has state-like properties rather than trait like properties. States can be defined as brief, temporary and easily influenced by changes in the external environment or internal milieu. Meanwhile, traits are stable, long-lasting and primarily emanate from within the person (14).

Methods

The CRAVE Scale was administered to 127 subjects (28.1±7.9, 57% non-Caucasian, 47% female) at 0, 6, 12, 18 and 24-months and at two time points (Point 1; Point 2) within the same testing session. CRAVE scores were collected before and after they completed a battery of self-report and structured interviews that were part of a larger study aimed at understanding the motivation to eat hyperpalatable foods (71). Statistical tests were performed using RStudio (Version 1.2.1335; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, AT). Participants completed the CRAVE a variable number of times. Therefore, within subjects test-retest reliability was assessed with an intra-class correlation index generated with a random intercept model using the CorrMixed package (84). Test-retest reliability was assessed for within session (i.e. at the beginning and end of the testing session) and between sessions (i.e. at timepoints 0, 6, 12, 18, and 24 months) for Move and Rest subscores. Internal consistency was evaluated with Cronbach’s Alpha. A secondary aim was to determine if CRAVE scores varied by gender by examining interactions in the LME. The study was approved by the Human Investigation Committee at the Yale School of Medicine, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Results

Table 3. Means, standard deviations and correlations for Move and Rest Scores within the same test day (session points 1 and 2) across two years of follow up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (months)</th>
<th>Move (Point 1)</th>
<th>Move (Point 2)</th>
<th>Move Scores (r)</th>
<th>Rest (Point 1)</th>
<th>Rest (Point 2)</th>
<th>Rest Scores (r)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>32.7 ± 15.2</td>
<td>35.9 ± 12.8</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>25.1 ± 13.9</td>
<td>20.9 ± 11.9</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>28.4 ± 12.9</td>
<td>26.7 ± 14.5</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>24.3 ± 14.2</td>
<td>24.3 ± 16.7</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>30.6 ± 13.7</td>
<td>28.8 ± 13.6</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>24.4 ± 14.6</td>
<td>23.9 ± 15.8</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>29.0 ± 13.0</td>
<td>29.4 ± 13.1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>28.0 ± 15.9</td>
<td>24.5 ± 15.2</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>29.9 ± 11.6</td>
<td>28.0 ± 11.7</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>26.4 ± 16.0</td>
<td>25.4 ± 16.3</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants completed the CRAVE, on average 5.4 (±3.04) times over 24 months. The CRAVE Scale showed greater test-retest reliability within each day than across 0, 6, 12, 18 and 24-months, as shown by Table
3. Strong correlations for found for within-day Move Scores correlations ($r's = .75-.95, p < .05$) and Rest Score correlations ($r's = .73-.89, p < .05$). Moderate correlations were found for Move scores across 0-24 months at Point 1 ($r = .49, p < .05$) and Point 2 ($r = .40, p < .05$) for point 2 (p-values < .05). Further, moderate correlations were found for Rest Scores across 0-24 months at Point 1 ($r = .37, p < .05$) and Point 2 ($r = .37, p < .05$). Chronbach alpha tests at 0, 6, 12, 18 and 24 months were found to be 0.94-0.96 for Move at Point 1, 0.93-0.96 for Move at Point 2, 0.90-0.95 for Rest at Point 1, and 0.86-0.96 for Rest at Point 2. No gender x time interactions were observed in the model.

**Discussion**

The results from Study 3 support the first hypothesis, which is that desires to move and rest have greater reliability within the same day than across 2-years. This was demonstrated by significantly greater associations between the urge to move and rest at two points within the same day compared to associations between these desires across multiple months. These findings suggest that the desire to move and rest have state-like properties rather than trait-like properties and are congruent with previous literature demonstrating that the desire to be physically active is not stable and can be affected by a myriad of factors, such as depression, mood, affect, anxiety, anger and stress (76). In accordance with this, Rowland (1998) has proposed that the desire to perform physical activity can be affected by factors such as personal desires, peer influences, and environmental conditions (62). Further, the results of Experiment 3 show that Move and Rest subscores have strong internal consistency, as demonstrated by high Cronbach alpha scores at each time the CRAVE was measured. A strength of this study is that it included 686 observations of the CRAVE scale, measured in 125 participants over 2 years.

**Study 4**

**Introduction**

The purpose of Study 4 was to investigate changes in the desire to move and rest after a bout of maximal exercise. In addition, the hallmark of any urge or craving is change, sometimes rapidly. Study 4 directly tested hypothesis 3 and 4, and indirectly tested hypothesis 1 and 2. In particular, there is typically a reduction in desire once a sufficient quantity or intensity of a relevant stimulus is experienced, in other words, satiation is reached (57). Conversely, during deprivation, desires will increase. At sufficiently high levels of either satiation or deprivation, the experience will be tension. The same should hold true for desires for movement and rest. A maximal treadmill test provides an opportunity for both an excess of movement and the physiological deprivation of rest. We hypothesize that a bout of maximal exercise will satiate the desire to move and obviously deprive the body of respite, thereby leading to reductions in the desire to move and increases in the desire to rest (Hypothesis 4). We also hypothesize that these feelings will be related to, but distinct from sensation of physical and mental energy and fatigue (in accordance with Hypothesis 5).

**Methods**

Study 4 included twenty-one students ($M_{age} = 20.5±1.4; 58\%$ female) who identified themselves as 42.9% Caucasian, 19% Asian/Pacific Islander, 19% Hispanic, 14.3% multiple races and 4.8% Arab. The students were mainly undergraduates participating in physical activity classes at The University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX, USA). The study was approved by the University of Texas at Austin’s Institutional Review Board and informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Participants were advised to refrain from exercise for 48 hours prior to the laboratory testing session. During the testing session, participants underwent a maximal, graded treadmill test that was developed for this population of college students. In this protocol, the grade or speed of the exercise was increased every minute for the first 10 minutes and then speed only was increased every minute until participants reached volitional fatigue. Once volitional fatigue was reached, speed and grade were reduced to provide the participant with a 5-minute cooldown walk.
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The speed or CRAVE, physical energy, physical fatigue, mental energy and mental fatigue were measured one minute prior to starting the treadmill test, as well as two minutes after completing the test. Physical and mental fatigue and energy were measured pre- and post-exercise using Visual Analogue Scales developed and validated by O’Connor (27, 50). Respondents placed a mark on a standard 10-cm line. Examples of anchors include, “I have no energy” to “Strongest feelings of energy ever felt”. Statistical tests were conducted using SPSS (Version 25; IBM SPSS Statistics Software, Chicago, IL, USA). Paired t-tests were used to compare pre- and post-CRAVE scores. Pearson’s correlations were used to assess relationships between all CRAVE scores, mental fatigue, mental energy, physical fatigue, and physical energy.

Results

Figure 2. Desire to move and rest pre and post-treadmill exercise test
† Indicates significant difference from pre- to post-exercise test (p < .05)
On average, participants took 13.5 ± 2.0 min to reach volitional fatigue on the treadmill test, reached a maximum heart rate of 194.7 ± 10 bpm and reported a Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE, Borg Scale) of 18.3 ± 1.0. Desire to move significantly decreased from pre- to post-treadmill test (39.9 ± 9.6 vs. 29.5 ± 10.7, \( p < 0.01 \)), as shown in Figure 2. Conversely, desire to rest significantly increased from pre- to post-treadmill test (17.8 ± 12.3 vs. 29.1 ± 18.1, \( p < 0.01 \)), as shown in Figure 2. Baseline desire to move was significantly associated with desire to move post-treadmill (\( r = 0.63, p = .002 \)). Baseline desire to rest was significantly associated with the change in move (\( r = 0.53, p = .014 \)) and change in rest (\( r = -0.48, p = .027 \)). In addition, change in desire to move was inversely associated with change in desire to rest (\( r = -0.73, p = .002 \)).

Figure 3 shows the results of all correlation tests conducted. Baseline desire to move was significantly associated with the post-treadmill test physical energy score (\( r = .45, p = .041 \)). Change in desire to move had a negative association with change in physical fatigue (\( r = -.52, p = .019 \)) but not with change in physical energy (\( r = .31 \)), mental energy (\( r = -.10 \)) or mental fatigue (\( r = -.17 \)). Change in rest had a significant inverse correlation with change in physical energy (\( r = -.64, p = .003 \)) and a positive correlation with change in physical fatigue (\( r = .53, p = .016 \)). However, it was not correlated with change in either mental energy or fatigue.

**Discussion**

It was shown that desires to move and rest change with a maximal exercise stimulus. In support of the hypothesis, it was found that a bout of exercise satiates the desire to move and places the body in a state of physiological deprivation for rest. This was demonstrated with a decrease in desire to move and an increase in desire to rest from pre- to post-treadmill test. Further, these findings show that perceived physical fatigue has a positive association with the desire to rest, and an inverse association with the desire to move. Additionally, perceived physical energy had a negative association with the desire to rest. These findings provide convergent validity of the scale. They also support the use of the CRAVE Scale as a tool that is sensitive to changes in the desire to move and rest before and after exercise. A limitation to this study is that it is not known whether participants honored the request to refrain from exercise for 48 hours, therefore it is unknown if the desire to move was sufficiently built up during this time. Also, the current study did not assess positive and negative affect – other factors that likely relate to desires to move but not strongly (87). In a future study, researchers should examine changes in the desire to move and rest with a more ecologically valid exercise protocol, in a
real-life exercise setting such as a full resistance training workout, sports game, or a 2-mile run, etc. Future studies should also track recovery of desires for a sufficient period after they have been altered (e.g., over 30 minutes – 2 hours or more).

Study 5

Introduction

In Study 4, we investigated changes in the desire to move or rest in response to a bout of maximal exercise. In contrast, the purpose of Experiment 5 was to assess changes in the desires to move or rest in response to sedentary behavior. Study 5 directly tested hypothesis 3 and 4, and indirectly tested hypothesis 1 and 2. Desires to move and rest should vary by deprivation or satiation of these feelings (57). Consequently, restricting movement, particularly in a group of individuals more likely to move (young adults) should result in increased desires to move. Conversely, satiating the need to rest through sedentary behavior should result in lesser of these desires. As the sedentary behavior is prolonged, the desire to move will build up and be felt as a type of tension, perhaps analogous to appetite (19, 45, 62). Based on these premises, we hypothesize that prolonged sitting during a university lecture period would increase the desire to move and decrease the desire to rest (Hypothesis 4). It is also proposed that desire to move/rest will be related to, but distinct from, perceptions of energy, fatigue, tension and calmness (in accordance with Hypothesis 5). A final aim was to determine the internal consistency and test-retest reliability of the CRAVE scale (supporting Hypothesis 3).

Methods

The CRAVE Scale and Thayer Activation-Deactivation (AD) Checklist (78) were administered to 41 students (mean age 22.5±5.1 years; 26.8% non-Caucasian; 24.4% female) before, during and at the end of a 50-minute lecture. Students quietly sat, listened and took notes while the instructor delivered a PowerPoint presentation. The AD Checklist consists of 20 items answered on a 1-10 Likert Scale and measures perceived energy, tiredness, tension and calmness; this measure was only assessed pre-lecture. Lectures were at either 9AM, 12PM or 3PM. Statistical tests were conducted using RStudio (Version 1.2.1335; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, AT) and SPSS (Version 25; IBM SPSS Statistics Software, Chicago, IL, USA). A linear mixed effects model was used to compare pre- and post-lecture CRAVE Scores. Correlations were calculated to evaluate CRAVE and AD Checklist relationships. A one-way ANOVA was used to assess changes in both CRAVE and AD Checklist scores over time. Reliability indices were assessed with Cronbach’s Alpha and inter-class correlations. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Western Illinois University, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Results
Figure 3. Desire to move and rest pre-, mid- and post-lecture
† Indicates significant difference from pre-lecture (p < .05)
‡‡ Indicates significant difference from mid-lecture (p < .05)

It was found that the desire to move was significantly higher post-lecture compared to pre-lecture (32.2±2.0 vs. 27.5±2.0, p = 0.007) and higher than mid-lecture (28.5±2.0, p = .034), as shown in Figure 4. On the other hand, the desire to rest was significantly lower post-lecture compared to pre-lecture (28.3±2.8, p = .016) and lower than mid-lecture (33.1±2.8, p = .019), as shown in Figure 2. Cronbach alpha coefficients were calculated for pre-, mid- and post-lecture, which were found to be 0.90, 0.94, 0.93 for the desire to move, respectively, and 0.89, 0.94, 0.93 for the desire to rest, respectively. Inter-class correlations were calculated for the desire to move (ICC = .85) and the desire to rest (ICC = .90).

Figure 5. Pearson correlation matrix between pre, mid-, and post-lecture move and rest scores, energy, tiredness, tension, calmness, total activation and total deactivation
* denotes p < .05; ** denotes p < .01; *** denotes p < .001

The desire to move pre- and mid-lecture were similar at different times of the day. The post-class desire was significantly higher at 3PM compared to 9AM (44.0±16.6 vs. 28.11±12.2, p = .019). There were no differences in desire to rest based on time of day. Desire to move at baseline was significantly associated with energy (r = .38, p = .018) and calmness (r = -0.47, p = .003), as shown by the correlation matrix in Figure 5. Desire to rest at baseline was significantly associated with energy (r= -0.38, p = 0.026) and tiredness (r = 0.48, p = 0.003). Tension was unrelated to either move or rest.

Discussion
It was found that the desires to move and rest change throughout the course of a period of sedentary behavior. In support of our hypothesis, it was found that prolonged sitting during a university lecture increased the desire to move and decreased the desire to rest. Moreover, these findings show that the CRAVE Scale is a tool that is sensitive to changes in the desire to move and rest before and after sedentary behavior, providing support for the construct validity of this instrument. The CRAVE also demonstrated good reliability. A strength of this investigation was that the observation periods were standardized across the sedentary period (pre-, mid- and post-lecture), and the data was collected at multiple times during the day. However, students did not return to be observed at multiple hours of the day; therefore, within-subject difference at each time of day could not be assessed. Moreover, no data was collected in the evening or at awakening. Consequently, this methodology is limited in the extent to which it can ascertain the influence time of day has on changes in the desire to move or rest.
General Discussion
The main objective of the current investigation was to create and validate an instrument to measure urges and desire (wants) for movement and rest. An exploratory factor analysis revealed that a two-factor solution for movement (6 items) and rest (7 items) desires produced the best fit. These two factors were moderately to strongly correlated, suggesting that factors were related but not completely overlapping. Moreover, a confirmatory factor analysis performed on a separate sample confirmed these findings. Results for Right Now (NOW) and Past Week (WEEK) scales were related but produced slightly different estimates, indicating that this instrument captures a construct that likely has state-like properties. The state-like nature of the CRAVE was later evidenced by the fact that the scale was more closely correlated when observations were separated by just a few hours, compared to intervals of 6 months or more. This data also served to demonstrate the reliability of the CRAVE subscales, which was high for both studies. The CRAVE did not change much with a period of sitting and listening; conversely, the CRAVE was sensitive to change when participants partook in a maximal treadmill test. Wants/desires for rest greatly increased and desires for movement decreased.

The current data indicate that desires for movement and rest likely fall on two different, but related factors. In other words, the desire for movement is not simply the lack of desire for rest, or sedentary behavior, which would imply that the two desires are opposite poles on the same dimension. A two-factor distinction mirrors current thinking about physical activity and sedentarism, as introduced above (51, 53). Similarly, it may be possible that one has high desire for both rest and movement simultaneously, or low desire for both as well. Being high on desire for movement does not necessitate a low level of desire for rest; as in fact, the two may be in conflict. From a neurological perspective, regulation of impulses in the brain for EE and sedentary behavior appears to fall on two distinct corticostriatal pathways, which Beeler and colleagues call “Go” and “No Go” (8). Brain systems responsible for sensations of reward and sensations of pain regulate both aversion to movement and/or “craving” for PA, and these differ from systems responsible for desire for rest (7). This is parsimonious with a vast literature base describing function of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems (56). Thus, desires for EE and rest likely operate dichotomously and independently, similarly to the dual system models proposed for energy and fatigue (50), activation/deactivation (79) and positive and negative affect (85).

Desires, by definition, have state-like qualities (52), and this appears to be true for desires for movement and rest. Unfortunately, the current study was not designed to investigate fluctuations in desires across time, which would have been a stronger test of our hypothesis that movement and rest desires capture a motivational state. However, NOW and WEEK versions of the CRAVE subscales did confirm that these versions were related but distinctly different. This suggests that participants were able to differentiate their urge/desires at the present moment versus their typical desires over a much longer period of time. As a state, one might surmise that movement and rest desires vary similarly to state measures of affect (i.e., arousal, energy and fatigue). Future research should aim to understand how desires to move and rest relate to and differentiate from arousal, energy, fatigue and other components of affect, providing evidence of construct validity. Likewise, it should be determined how these factors change over time. It is possible that desires / wants for rest and movement may fluctuate diurnally and may further undulate with feedings, sleep, and physical activity (79). It would be useful to observe changes in these constructs before and after an acute bout of exercise, and to determine what others factors affect movement desires, such as environmental cues (e.g., lighting, music), social interactions, et cetera (52).

On the other hand, one might construe that urge and desires for activity and sedentary behaviors are stable and/or may be highly influenced by intra-individual traits. Substantial individual differences have been noted not only in physical activity, movement and non-exercise activity thermogenesis...
(NEAT) (42) but also in the acute averse and rewarding effects of physical activity (7). Such a trait would possess a strength that is normally distributed throughout the population and expressed most strongly in young age (21). Some children demonstrate more active temperaments, kinetic personalities (i.e., hyperactivity), or a predilection for physical activity while others are ostensibly more lethargic (25), traits that may persist into adulthood (1, 88).

Regulation of urges and desire for movement and rest are not well understood. However, individual variation is predicted by differences in brain structure and activation and is greatly influenced by genetics (21), which exerts wide influence on processes related to rewards and pain sensation (16). Those who “crave activity” likely have rewards systems that activate in response to physical activity and exercise (7, 16). The neurotransmitter dopamine is implicated in systems responsible for reward and locomotion in the nucleus accumbens and other parts of the brain (9, 48, 65). Evidence from rodent models conclude that the frequency and vigor of locomotion is triggered by affect related motivations (e.g., hunger, reproduction) and more generally caused by changes in internal arousal, which is regulated by the dorsal striatum, forming the input nuclei of the basal ganglia (23, 55, 59). One prime candidate is nescient helix-loop-helix 2 (NHLH2), who’s activity in the brain may regulate motivation to exercise through melanocortin signaling or A-endorphin processing (22). Other candidates could include the dopamine 2 receptor (DRD2) and GABRG3 genes (16). While regions of the brain associated with movement have been partially mapped, no evidence has been found for neural circuitry associated with fear or dread of movement (for a review, see (6)). This points to a limitation within the current study. We aimed to assess and model desires/wants for movement but not dread or aversion for movement as highlighted by the AHBF(87) and further conceptualized in an article published in this Special Issue of the journal (Citation intentionally omitted).

To understand these processes, future studies should aim to assess movement and rest desires in a variety of populations. The current study was limited to young adults completing undergraduate education. Ekkekakis’ (17) synopsis of literature from the mid-to-late 1800s (3-5) submits that while desire is especially strong for the young and those well-trained, it declines with age and deconditioning. One might expect that training status and habituation to physical activity would have an impact on desires for movement. For instance, sedentary and low-active individuals are more likely to experience displeasure during exercise even when it’s low intensity (86). Furthermore, regular exercisers experience greater improvements in mood than non-exercisers (29) and highly active individuals report that enjoyment is the primary motive of exercise (74). Indeed, in the current analysis TTM stage-of-change for exercise did predict desires, explaining a significant amount of variance in the current data. However, it would be useful to determine whether those with higher movement desires actually have more EE from exercise or non-exercise sources (e.g., NEAT, SPA) (42) and whether these change over time with chronic training. Movement desires, or what has been termed “appetence”, is magnified with exercise addiction and anorexia (19). Conversely, the desire to move may decrease with burnout and overtraining, which have depression-like symptoms. Movement and rest wants / desires likely are altered by conditions like acute and chronic illness (72), depression (psychomotor retardation) (13), and distress (psychomotor agitation) (40), which may modify incentive salience for movement (10, 59, 61).

As early as 1896, Stedman noted that with nervous and mental disease “the natural conscious craving for exercise is lost” (73). Thus, it is likely but speculative that desires vary over time and across populations, situations and conditions.

Future research should also address how these desires actually motivate and spur behaviors. Desires vary in magnitude, focal attention and their effect on working memory, which results in differential implications for a wide swath of behaviors (61). Intense desires, manifested as psychophysiological cravings and urges, strongly predict future behavior, such as overeating, binging on alcohol, overconsumption of caffeine, excessive engagement in sexual activity, smoking of cigarettes and other behaviors (39, 69, 82). As demonstrated by the Dynamical Model of Desire (31), wants that emerge into focal attention in working memory often instigate active pursuit of that desire. Weak,
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transient desires, on the other hand, may go unnoticed, overshadowed by other desires, and may not result in any changes in behavior (45, 52). However, desires not in focal attention may still motivate behaviors with impelling force through an automatic route of influence. This may be the case for movement, the desire of which is often of a weaker nature, has a smaller demand for attention and exerts less influence on working memory than food or sleep. Nevertheless, it’s possible that desires for EE may play a key role in influencing movement behaviors and may help to explain compensatory responses to exercise (19).

Conclusions
While models exist for cravings/desires for exercise, the systematic investigation of these constructs is still in its infancy, having been impeded by a lack of instrumentation. We developed a novel measurement tool to gauge the want / desire of movement and rest in 2 large groups of undergraduate students tested cross-sectionally, 2 groups tested multiple times per session and 1 group of community-dwelling adults assessed over a 2-year time period. Factor analyses determined that this instrument has good psychometric properties, distinguishing between desires for movement and rest. It is also sensitive to the state-like nature of the construct. Small changes were observed over a lecture period and large changes were observed with a bout of maximal exercise. Such a tool may be a valuable resource for researchers interested in psychological desires and how they relate to changes in physical activity and sedentary behaviors in the present moment. Future work should determine how these relate to facets of energy expenditure and whether satiating desires for movement and/or resisting desires for rest results in greater movement behavior.
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